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The after effects of arc flash.

PPE
garments

after an
incident.

• Over 70% of Arc-Flash incidents (in
Europe) occur during or immediately
after electrical maintenance.

• Old equipment and high fault level
L.V. equipment (that is frequently
operated) is also at high risk.
In order of priority, the methods for
Risk Reduction are:
• By Engineering
• By Procedures
• The last line of defence –

Personal protective equipment
(PPE)

Always remember, it is the upstream fault
level that is key, not the size of the drive 

In an ideal world, all legacy systems
would be replaced with new installations,
so that the Arc Flash hazard could be
minimised at the design stage of new
projects, however, this is unreasonable –
so here are some practical steps to a
safer legacy system:
1 Document your system. Be clear

about fault levels and protection,
derive, and then minimise, 
Arc Energy Levels.

Electrical maintenance is obviously
an area where an excellent
knowledge of health and safety
procedures is paramount. That
said, even the longest-serving
engineer can find they are not fully
aware of some of the dangers they
regularly encounter.

In this issue, EPA Magazine and TAS
Engineering Consultants look at electrical
arc flash (or arc blast), what it can do to
you and how to prevent it happening.

“I knew that electricity could be
dangerous, but I had no idea it could be so
aggressive and violently fatal” said an
experienced mechanical engineer from a
global energy services company to TAS’s
MD following his presentation on Arc
Flash at HazardEx (EPA’s sister publication)
exhibition in Aberdeen April 2007.

Highlighting that awareness of the
potentially fatal dangers of electrical arc
flash among fellow engineering
professionals is not as high as it could be.
When an arc flash occurs, the effects 
can be:

• Burns caused by radiant and
convective energy. 

• Lung damage from inhalation of arc
products.

• Barotrauma – the effect of pressure
waves on brain, nervous system and
lungs.

• Hearing damage.
• Temporary blindness.
• Equipment Damage and loss of

output or production
• Fire / Explosion Risks
“Safety and Engineering Managers and
Directors have the responsibility to
implement electrical systems risk
assessments and preventative measures.
But in this dynamic environment, where
multiple projects, plus ever increasing
workloads, make high demands on the
professional’s time and overstretched staff,
completing prioritised projects can
sometimes be challenging” says John
Maplesden, MD of TAS Engineering.

In order to help reduce the risk of
electrical arc flash, there are a number of
steps which can be implemented:

Flashpoint
arc flash awareness
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(Far left) Pin socket
installed to existing
control panel.
(Middle) Remote
open/close umbilical
connect to switch gear.
(Far Right) 10 meters of
extension cable fitted to
umbilical plug & socket.
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• Implement a training / awareness
programme, highlighting the role of
functional safety systems, and the
impact upon the workforce and site.

• Develop and calibrate risk graphs and
LOPA (layer of protection analysis)
techniques for the specific work
processes. It is very important that
generic risk graphs are not employed.
Care & attention needs to be given to
the specific risk & impact of failures on
the work process.

• Determine the required SIL (safety
integrity level) for functional safety
systems. This means establishing just
how reliable a function safety system
needs to be to fulfil its intended
purpose.

• Document existing safety systems to
ensure that all system drawings are
accurate and data records are up to
date.

• Assess the reliability of installed safety
systems, ensuring that they meet the
required SIL levels. Improve systems if
necessary.

• Establish proof test procedures &
intervals & maintenance regimes. 

• Maintain records of testing and
maintenance.

• Maintain records of demands made on
functional safety systems & make notes
of the outcomes.

• Regularly audit compliance with system
requirements and implement any
improvement actions that are necessary

NOTE
The needs of the environment and of the
business should also be considered.
By providing protection against safety
hazards, instrument systems also protect
against harm to the environment and to
the business. 

2 Determine calculated fault levels.
3 Conduct protection grading study to

establish protection clearance times.
4 Use remote switching for HV and LV

Systems.
5 Conduct Arc energy calculations to

IEEE Standard 1584 & NFPA 70E. You
would need to know - Prospective
fault current, Fault duration, and
System X/R ratio. Calculations
conducted by professional electrical
engineer using industry specific
software.

6 Implement engineering task risk
assessment.

7 Implement Procedural task list.
8 Look at internal PPE philosophy, and

calculate specific requirements
following arc energy assessment. 

9 Ensure that the PPE Arc Thermal
Performance Values (ATPV) are
adequate. Use practical PPE for LV
Systems – Fire retardant overalls &
balaclava, gauntlets, helmet and visor
– particularly after Electrical
Maintenance.

10 Ensure all equipment is correctly
labelled

11 Update all system records
12 Introduce Training 
13 Develop regular audits.

In the wake of the Buncefield disaster,
work process operators are being called
upon to demonstrate the safety of their
processes, particularly if they are a
COMAH (Control of Major Accident
Hazards) Site.

IEC 61508 and it’s process industry
orientated cousin, IEC 61511, sets out a
formal process for establishing the required
reliability of functional safety systems and
for demonstrating that these systems meet
the necessary reliability levels.

Safety and Engineering Managing
Directors have the responsibility to
implement functional safety systems
management procedures. To ensure
conformance, the correct applications
need to be in place by a process of training
and management, ongoing audits are then
required to ensure continuing compliance.

In order to establish and maintain the
management of functional safety systems
the following steps should be established: 
• Develop a management procedure.

Generic templates are available online
http://www.sipi61508.com/
ciks/cikscontents.htm. More specifically
- TAS can provide project specific
‘boiler plates’.

Flashpoint arc flash awareness cont...

Arc Flash In Brief
• The temperature from an arc flash can reach 20,000 degrees Celsius.
• A typical arc flash incident can produce more explosive energy than a pound of TNT.
• The energy released in the fault instantly vaporises metal conductors.
• The metal plasma arc produces a massive amount of light energy from infrared 

to ultraviolet.
• Any object in the vicinity absorbs this energy and is instantly heated to vaporising

temperatures.
• Circuit breakers do not prevent arc flash. 
• 2,000 workers are admitted to burns centres with arc flash injuries each year in

the US alone.
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